BEER FOAM: TINY BUBBLES & THE PHYSICS OF FOAM
Don Ho & "Tiny Bubbles"
Lower surface tension or
raised density = more
bubbling, smaller
bubble size.

Small bubble size (+)

Foam active protein in wheat is
smaller than in barley and yields
much smaller bubble
sizes…blending wheat with barley
sources yields "wonderful" foam.

Smaller bubbles =
longer head retention.

CB: smaller the bubbles, more stable the foam by
slowing coalescence......"if you want a good foam,
have turbid beer - nucleation is a
prerequisite.".......most stable foams are
homogeneous small bubbles.
Foam Formation: "Amphipathic proteins on surfaces
of bubble interact at hydrophobic regions forming a
stable bridge between the hydrophobic gas bubble
and aqueous beer. These are crossed-linked by hop
bitter acids and metal ions forming a semi-rigid
structure"......or as we refer to
in the business, foam bubbles!

Physics of Foam

Beer Foam Life = Bubble Formation + Drainage
+ Coalescence + Disproportionation.
Beer Foam Quality = Quantity + Stability + Lacing
+ Whiteness + Creaminess + Strength.

Smaller bubbles, therefore better foam,
achieved by long term natural carbonation
than by the use of carbonators.

"Apollonian Reordering"...termed
coined using name of ancient
Greek math dude who studied the
geometry of sets of overlapping
circles filling the space within a
single large circle (hello - get a life the legions are
coming!).....consistent with the
stages of drainage between
bubbles....then smaller merge into
larger with remaining
small bubbles in-between.

Physics of Foam
DISPROPORTIONATION (i.e.. when gas diffuses from smaller
bubble to larger), known as "Ostwald Ripening", is most
destructive process on foam as foam becomes more coarse ,
despite same # of bubbles. DRAINING (where beer exits between
bubbles) and COALESCING (bubbles merge to yield small #) are
other destructive forces.

Physical properties associated with foam are :
DRAINAGE, COALESCENCE,
DISPROPORTIONATION and FILM RUPTURE.

Lower surface tension, higher viscosities = more stable
foam. Liang claims surface tension best correlation marker.

"Beading" .. ..CO2 released through nucleation adds new
bubbles to foam....the bubbling itself is known as "Beading".
When use CO2, ability of albumin fraction to support foam
weakened by hydrolysis, whereas ability of hordein fraction
enhanced by hydrolysis as occurs in mashing.

When use nitrogen, hordeins give most stable foam.
Rate of nucleation affected by beer
density, surface tension, diffusion
coefficient of CO2 and [CO2].

Effect on Beer
Foam
Some ethanol needed to increase foam formation
.....too high [ ] negative on foam though.

"Beer foam is bubbles of gas
(CO2, N2, O2) with a film of
surfactant, ionic substances
(IBU's, metals, polyphenols,
etc..) and the fluid between
with viscosity-increasing
substances (alpha-glucans,
beta-glucans, mannans, etc..)."

"Importance of the balance between foam +'s and foam -'s
should not be overlooked"...when dilute beer, see great
differences in NIEBEM values depending on the ratio of
positives and negatives.
Two mechanisms proposed :
1. "Discrete Protein Hypothesis": aka the "Magic Bullet"... largely
due to single polypeptides (e.g. LTP or Protein Z).
2. "Generalized Amphipathic Polypeptides Hypothesis": numerous
hydrophobic containing constituents, including LTP and Z.

Physics of Foam
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